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ABSTRACT 

Maya script and Oracle Bone script are described and compared in terms of relationship 

between glyph, sound and meaning, glyph composition and grapheme 

positioning . They are found to be similar in having graphemes that are 

pictographic and adaptable to different glyph compositions, having glyphs 

that are square shaped, belonging to the category of logo-syllabic scripts 

and having the textual device of double dots/dashes for repetition . They are 

different in that Oracle Bone script is more abstract and has a much higher 

number of glyphs, that grapheme shape and the relationship between glyph, 

sound and meaning is more standardized than in Maya script. Another 

difference is that there are many more cases in Maya where one glyph 

includes several words, and that Maya is closer to the syllabic end on the 

logo-syllabic continuum. It is suggested that these differences may be the 

result of differences in the conceptions of "self" (as suggested by Houston 

and Stuart), the languages, the degree of political centralization and the 

extent of public use of the scripts. It is also suggested that early writing 

systems may reflect how tightly morphemes are bound in the language, as 

the agglutinative nature of Maya language may have led to the Maya script's 

containing more multi-word glyphs. It is surmised that the literacy rate in the 

two societies may have been similar. 
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The Oracle Bone script is a logo-syllabic writing system used in north China 

(figure 1) from middle to late Shang dynasty (approximately 1500 B.C. to 1000 

B.C.) . Most of the extant writing is carved on tortoise shells and ox scapulae 

for the purpose of divination. A question is asked in both positive and negative 

manners, such as "Will there be unlucky events in the next ten day period? 

Will there not be unlucky events in the next ten day period?" The answer is 

determined from cracks in the shell/scapulae caused by drilling and heating 

with further text written to indicate how things turned out. The text is usually 

written from top to bottom, with the positive question on one side and the 

negative question on the other (figure 2).
1 
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Current political 
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Figure 1 Map of the Shang area z 
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The Maya script is a logo-syllabic writing system used in the Mayan area, 

encompassing present day southern Mexico, Honduras, Guatemala and Belize 

(figure 3) from the first century B.C. to the time of the Spanish Conquest in the 

16th century. Most of the extant writing appears on ceramic vessels, stone stelae, 

building surfaces and bark paper codices. Its function seems to be naming the 

owners/donors of objects involved in ritual practices such as feasting, captive 

taking, building dedication 
4 

and in the case of codices, recording calendrical 

and religious information for divination purposes. Maya texts from the Classical 

period of 250 A.D. to 900 A.D. usually run in columns of two, with the reading 

order of upper left, to upper right, to lower left, to lower right (figure 4). 
5 

There are two reasons for comparing the Maya and the Oracle Bone 

scripts. First, there has been some mention of the similarity between Chinese 

and Maya writing systems8 yet, as far as I know, no detailed comparison of the 

two up to this date. The Spanish Jesuit priest Jose de Acosta discussed European 

alphabets versus the Chinese script and native Central American script, but the 

discussion only concerned the general nature of the script, i.e., what we would 

term phonetic versus logographic scripts. 
9 

Second, since the decipherment of 

Maya script has been progressing rapidly in the past thirty years, and since it 
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is considered the most developed 

of the Mesoamerican scripts, a 

possible candidate for independent 

script invention, such a comparison 

might throw some light on the 

development of early writing 

systems. 

A BRIEF NOTE ON 

TERMINOLOGY
10 

Scholars of Maya and Oracle 

Bone scripts have developed their 

own specialized vocabularies for 

describing the smaller units out of 

which whole texts were composed. 

In order to make comparison of 

these two scripts clearer, I will be 

using the following vocabulary 

to describe the units of both 

Maya and Oracle Bone texts. A 

"glyph" will refer to a roughly 

square-shaped unit of space into 

Figure 2 Tortoise shell with Oracle Bone script.
3 



Figure 3 Map of the Mayan area
6 

which the arrangement of one or 

more smaller units ("graphemes") is 

organized. These square glyphs are 

usually arranged in horizontal and 

vertical colmnns. The grid-of-square

glyphs nature of Maya inscriptions 

can be clearly seen in the inscription 

illustrated in figure 4. The linear lines 

of glyph units in Oracle Bone script 

can be seen in figure 2. 

"Glyphs," in turn, are 

composed of one or more smaller 

units that I refer to as graphemes, 

ofwhich there are two types: 

phonetic graphemes are those that 

make reference to a sound and 

assist in indicating how a glyph was 

pronounced; semantic graphemes are those that make reference to a semantic 

category and assist in indicating the meaning of the glyph. One glyph may 

correspond to one word or several words. If one word is represented by only one 

grapheme and that grapheme represents only one meaning, that grapheme is 

termed a logograph. If that grapheme can represent homonymous words, it is 

termed a phonetic grapheme. 

As we will see below, 

Maya glyphs are composed 

of either a logo graph or a 

single phonetic grapheme, 

or a logograph 

combined with one 

or more phonetic 

graphemes, or simply 

a combination of 

phonetic graphemes. 

Thus one way to write 

the Mayan word balam 

' jaguar' would be to 

combine the ba syllable 

with the BALAM logograph 

to form the glyph (see 

Figure 4 Unprovenienced panel of 

Maya scri pt (possibly from La Corona, 

Guatemal a) (draw ing by David Stuart)
7 



Table 1 Maya Script 

+ 

balam ba BALAM 

Table 2 Oracle Bone Script 

+ 

reach person hand 

Table 3 Relationship of glyph, sound, and meaning 

KATUN 

BAAK 

KAWAK 

HAB 

TUN 

ku 

BALAM-ma 

PAKAL 

TSAK 

~ 

WAK 

. ~ 
I MIX 

ba 

. ~ 
ba-BALAM-ma 

0o 0 ~ 

PAKAL-Ia 
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K'AWIL 

~ . 

CHAK 

~ 0 

PIH 

BAK'TUN 

~ 
ba-la-ma 

!J 
pa-ka-la 

table 1).
11 

Semantic graphemes were quite 

rare in Maya writing. It is estimated that 

Maya script has around 800 glyphs and 

around 200 graphemes.
12 

Oracle Bone glyphs were usually 

composed of either a logograph, or a 

phonetic and a semantic grapheme, or 

a combination of semantic graphemes. 

For example (see table 2), the glyph 

pronounced gip and meaning 'reach,' is 

composed of two semantic graphemes, one 

meaning 'person' and the other meaning 

'hand.' Whereas the glyph pronounced 

muar and meaning 'younger sister,' is 

composed of the phonetic grapheme 

pronounced miur , and the semantic grapheme 

meaning 'woman.' It is estimated that 

Oracle Bone script has over 4,000 glyphs 

and 348 graphemes. 
13 

The remainder of this paper will 

consider in more detail the relationship 

between glyph, sound and meaning, and 

how graphemes were combined into 

glyphs for Maya and Oracle Bone script 

respectively. 

THE MAYA SCRIPT 

As we pointed out, the Maya script has 

around 800 glyphs and 200 graphemes. Of 

the 90 possible syllables based on Cholan 

and Yucatecan Maya, glyphs and graphemes 

representing 71, or about 79 %, have been 

deciphered. About 85 % of all extant texts 

can be reacl. 
14 

RELATIONSHIP OF GLYPH, SOUND, AND 

MEANING 

Some logographs are structured with one 

glyph, one sound and one meaning; for 



example, KATUN, a unit in the Maya calendar; TSAK 'conjure up'; KAWIL, name of a 

god (see table 3 for this and following examples). 

One glyph, one sound with multiple meanings is a situation that arises 

mostly from sound borrowing, in other words, the Rebus principle. For example, 

BAAK (baak can mean both 'bone' and 'prisoner'), WAK (wak can mean both 'six' 

and 'raised'), CHAK (chak can mean both 'red' and 'great'). 

An example of one glyph - multiple sounds - multiple meanings is one 

glyph representing KAWAK (J{awak the name of a day sign in the Maya calendar), 

or HAB (hab 'year'), or TUN (tun '360-day cycle'), or ku, a phonetic grapheme 

can all be represented by the same glyph. 15 A second example is one glyph for 

the day sign IMIX or the phonetic grapheme ba. A third example is one glyph 

representing PIH (pih 'bundle') or BAK'TUN (bak'tun a unit in the Maya calendar).
16 

In the case of multiple glyphs - one sound - one meaning, Mayan words 

can be represented by a logograph, or a logograph plus one or more phonetic 

graphemes, or simply one or more phonetic graphemes. For example, the word 

balam 'jaguar' can be represented by the logo graph BALAM representing the 

head of a jaguar for example or others: ba-BALAM , BALAM-ma, ba-BALAM-ma, ba-la

ma. Likewise the word pakal 'shield' can be represented by a logograph PAKAL 

representing a shield, by a logograph PAKAL plus the phonetic grapheme Ia, or 

simply the phonetic graphemes pa, ka, and Ia . 

Table 4 Variant glyphs resulting from variant forms of a logograph or grapheme 

~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ Q 

I I ~ a fl fJ 

~ ~ ~ ~ 



Table 5 Multiple words in one glyph 

rer ::r:s ~'-~w.~~~_..~ 

ti-WAK-BEN 

tu-ba-hi 

OCH-BIH 

K'UHUL BAK

IaAHAW 

HOK'AJ-ti

AHAW-Ie 

U-CH' AM-Wa

lo-mu 

+ 

ti 

+ 

tu 

OCH 

K'UHUL 

+ 

HOK'AJ 

u 

WAK BEN 

+ 

ba hi 

BIH 

BAAK Ia AHAW 

+ ~ + CITr9 

ti AHAW le 

CH'AM wa lo 

Another common way variant glyphs come to represent the same 

mu 

word is through variant forms of a logograph, or variant forms of a phonetic 

grapheme (see table 4). In the case of variant glyphs resulting from variant 

forms of a logograph, examples include at least six variant forms for way 'spirit 

companion,' and five variant forms for k'awil, the name of a god. 

In the case of variant glyphs resulting from variant forms of a phonetic 

grapheme, examples include at least thirteen variant forms for the grapheme 

representing the sound u. The phrase u-bah 'he/she/it goes' can be represented 

by a glyph that uses one of two of the variants of u. 
Multiple words in one glyph are common in Maya script where a phrase 

or even an entire sentence can be represented in one glyph. For example, ti-wAK

BEN (ti wak Ben 'on the day six Ben') is composed of ti (ti 'on'), WAK (wak 'six'), 

and BEN (Ben a day name) (see table 5 for this andjollowing examples) . 

The glyph for tu-ba-hi (tu baah 'on his head') is composed of the phonetic 

graphemes tu (tu 'on his/her/its') and ba and hi , which together form baah, 

'head.' 

~1;; MAYA ANr. ORAf"l F RONF 



Table 6 One sound w ith multiple meanings and glyphs 

The glyph ocH-BIH (ach bih 'he/she/ 

~ ~ it enters the path,' a metaphor for death) 

is composed of ocH ( ach 'enter') and BIH KAN 

(bih 'path') . 

'Holy king of Palenque' (k'uhul 

~ II Baakal ahaw), written as K'UHUL-BAAK-Ia-

AHAW is composed of K'UHUL (k'uhul 'holy'), AK'BAL 

BAAK and Ia (Baakal 'Palenque') and AHAW 

( ahaw 'king'). 8 B The glyph HOK'AJ-ti-AHAw-le (hak'aj 

ti ahawlel 'he is tied into the kingship') is 
IX 

composed of HOK'AJ (hak'aj 'he/she/it is 

tied'), ti (ti 'into'), AHAW (ahaw 'king') and 

~ ~ le (lei -ship or -ness). 

The glyph u-cH'AM-wa-lo-mu (u 
AHAW 

cha'maw lam 'he/she/it takes the staff') is 

composed of u (u 'he'), CH'AM (ch'am 'take'), wa (-aw transitive suffix), lo , and mu , 

which together form lam 'staff.' 

Although one sound can represent several different meanings and be 

represented by several different glyphs, all glyphs are interchangeable for 

the various meanings (see table 6). For example, three glyphs representing 

kan can all mean 'snake' or 'sky' or 'four.' The only homophones 

that are differentiated by glyphs achieve this by the rare semantic 

graphemes. For example, the semantic grapheme 

indicates a day sign in the Mayan calendar; it serves to differentiate 

meaning in the following instances. The sow1d AK'BAL can mean 

'darkness' or the name of a day. The sound 1x can mean 'jaguar' or the name of a 

day. The sound AHAW can mean 'king' or the name of a day. 

Yet even here, the glyphs without the day signs can still sometimes 

represent the day names. Nevertheless, Maya script is considered a logo-syllabic 

script because of the many glyphs which only represent one sound and one 

meaning. 

GLYPH COMPOSITION: OVERVIEW 

In terms of glyph composition, we have already seen how a Maya glyph can 

consist of a logograph, or a logograph plus one or more phonetic graphemes, 

or simply some phonetic graphemes. Semantic graphemes that only convey 

meaning and not sound are rare. We have already seen the day sign indicator. 

Another is the headband scarf on top 

which indicates kingly status. In addition, there is a textual device consisting 

of two clots placed at the upper left corner of a phonetic grapheme, indicating 

~ 

D 



repetition of that grapheme. For example, kakaw 'chocolate' is composed of the 

phonetic grapheme ka, repeated by the two dots and the phonetic grapheme wa 

(see table 7 for this and thejollowing discussion).
17 

We have already seen examples of the follovving three categories vvith the 

words balam and pakal. Here we give more illustrations separated according 

to their structure. One glyph vvith one logograph or one phonetic grapheme is 

exemplified by HOY 'he/she/it prepared' and BAAK. 

One glyph vvith one logograph and several phonetic graphemes is 

Table 7 Glyph composition exemplified by three illustrations: 

'snake' is constructed vvith ka and 

0 0 0 ~ 
the logogram KAN. Winik 'person' 

+ + is constructed vvith wi and the 

logogram WINIK and ki. CHUM-wa-
KAKAW ka ka wa 

ni (chumwan 'he/she/it sits') is 

constructed vvith the logogram CHUM 

e ~ 'be seated' vvith wa and ni 

(-wan positional suffix). 

One glyph and several 
HOY BAAK phonetic graphemes is exemplified 

by three illustrations also: ba-ki (baak 

~ ~ 
'prisoner') is constructed vvith ba 

+ and ki. Likevvise tsu-lu (tsul 'dog') is 

constructed vvith tsu and lu , while ba-

KAN ka KAN ka-ba (bakab an aristocratic title) is 

~ ~ ~ 
formed vvith ba, ka and ba again. 

+ + G'lJE) 
GLYPH COMPOSITION: 

WINIK wi WINK ki GRAPHEME POSITIONING 

~ ~ I 
In terms of grapheme position, 

= + ~ + one Mayan glyph may contain as 

little as one, or as many as twelve 

CHUM-Wa-ni CHUM wa ni graphemes, all combined according 

to the principles of conflation, where 

~ ~ 
graphemes overlap one another, or 

+ G'lJE) inclusion, where a grapheme occurs . . 
inside another. If a logograph exists, 

ba-ki ba ki the phonetic graphemes may occur 

as affixes to its left, right, top and m ~ + fi)) bottom. The grapheme reading order 

is generally from left to right, top to 

tsu-lu tsu lu bottom.18 Table 8 contains examples 

of conflation and inclusion based on 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
structure. 

+ + . 

ba-ka-ba ba ka ba 

-;, 10 t\n AvA AMr'1. Ar>Artc 



For one left- one right, there are three examples: tsu-lu (tsul 'dog') 

composed with tsu andlu. KAN (kan 'snake') composed with ka and KAN. u-ba (u 

bah 'his/her/its image') composed with u and ba. 

For one left- two right, there are also three examples: ba-ka-ba (bakab 

an aristocratic title), formed with ba and ka and ba. wi-WINIK-ki (winik 'person') is 

composed with wi, WINIK and ki. tu-ba-hi (tu baah 'on his head') is composed with 

tu and ba and hi. 

Two left- one right, has three examples: CHUM-wa-ni (chumwan 'he/she/ 

it sits') composed with cHuM and wa and ni. tu-pa-ja (tu pah 'it is an earspoo1') 

composed with tu and pa and ja. chu-ka-ja (chukaj 'he/she/it is captured') 

composed with chu, ka , and ja. 

One top- one bottom has three examples: ba-ki (baak 'prisoner') is 

composed with ba and ki; ocH-BIH (och bih 'he/she/it enters the path,' a metaphor 

for death), is composed with ocH and BJH; and PAKAL-Ia (pakal 'shield') is 

composed with PAKAL and Ia . 

One top - two bottom is exemplified with the following example: 

ti-WAK-BEN (ti wak Ben 'on the day six Ben') is composed with ti and wAK and BEN. 

One top - two bottom has three examples: pa-ka-la (pakal 'shield') is 

composed with pa and ka and Ia. K'AL-SAK-HUN (k'al sak hun 'he ties the white 

headband') is composed with K'AL, SAK, and HUN. 

Quadripartite structure is known with sa-ja-la-la (sajalal, underlordship) 

is composed with sa, ja , Ia , and Ia. 

One top- one middle- one bottom is shown with ocH-BIH-hi (och bih 'he/ 

she/it enters the path,' a metaphor for death) is composed with ocH, BIH , and hi. 

One left - one middle - one right is exemplified with the following: 

ba-ch'o-ko (bach'ok 'first sprout') composed with ba, ch'o, and ko. 

One left- one middle- two right is shown with ch'o-ko-le-le (ch'oklel 

'sprouthood') constructed wi.th ch'o, ko, le, and le. 

One left- three right is shown with the following example: u-HUN-TAN-na 

(u huntan 'her beloved one') composed with u, HUN , TAN , and na . 

One top -two middle- two bottom is shown with the following example: 

ti-sa-ja-la-li (ti sajalal 'in the underlordship') is composed with ti, sa , ja , Ia, and li. 

Two top- two bottom left- one bottom right is shown with the following: 

i-ts'i-wi-WINIK-ki (its'i winik 'younger brother') is composed with i, ts'i, wi, WINIK 

and ki. 

Two top - two middle - two bottom is shown with the following: 

AJ-pi-tsi-la-wa-la (aj pitslawal 'he of the ballgame') is composed with AJ , pi , tsi , Ia , 

wa, andla. 

Inclusion has three examples: CHUM-mu (chum 'to be seated') is composed 

with the phonetic grapheme mu inside the semantic grapheme cHuM 'to be 

seated.' sa-ja-la (sajal an aristocratic title) is composed with the phonetic 

graphemes ja and Ia inside sa. mo-lo (Mol a month name) is composed with the 

phonetic grapheme lo inside the phonetic grapheme mo. 



Table 8 Glyph composition: Grapheme posit ioning 

m ~ + ~ ~ ~ + ~ + ~ . . 

tsu-lu tsu lu ba-ka-ba ba ka ba 

~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ + ~ + @liD 

KAN ka KAN Wi-WINIK-ki wi WINIK ki 

~ ~ ~ m I + ~ + ~ 
~ ~ ~ 

u-ba ba tu-ba-hi tu ba hi 

~ = (@ + ~ + I ~ ~ + @liD 

CHUM·Wa-ni CHUM wa ni ba-ki ba ki 

- ~ + ~ + ~ ~ fEW + (8) 0 
0 

0 
0 

tu-pa-ja tu pa ja OCH-BIH OCH BIH 

a ~ + ~ + ~ m + @ o0o(g) 

chu-ka-ja chu ka ja PAKAL-Ia PAKAL Ia 

~ ~ + ~ + 9 
ti·WAK-BEN ti WAK BEN 

!J ~ + ~ + @ o0o(g) 

pa-ka-la pa ka Ia 

~ (ilJj} + I + @1(B 

K'Al SAK HUN K'Al SAK HUN 

II ~ + ~ + @ + @ 
sa-ja-la-la sa ja Ia Ia 

~'Jf) M tiVA A ~lO [) il" {11\1" 



iddle- 1 Bottom ' -, 

~ ezw + (8) + ~ 0 
0 

0 

OCH-BIH-hi OCH BIH hi 

m = ~ + ~ + @ 
ba-ch'o-ko ba ch'o ko 

{fD = tD + @ + @) + @) 
ch'o-ko-le-le ch'o ko le le 

1m = ~ + ~ + 6]] + crJ23Sl 

U-HUN-TAN-na u HUN TAN na 

II CTIE + ~ + ~ + (EBJ + ( (]JJ) ) 

ti-sa-ja-la-li ti sa ja Ia 

~ ~: + ~ + ~ + ~ + G'lJE) 
I 

i-ts'i-wi- ts'i wi WINIK ki 
WI NIK-ki 

!I ~ + ~ + €2 + (EBJ + ~ + (EBJ . . . 
AJ-pi-tsi-la- AJ pi tsi Ia wal Ia 

wal-la 

~ ~ iO<idef@ m m iO<ide(!) 
CHUM-mU mu CHUM mo-lo lo mo 

~ ~ (EBJ ~ + inside , . . :' 
sa-ja-la ja Ia sa 



Table 9 Oracle Bone glyph, sound, and meaning 

wood rain ear 

+~D 
armor 
seven 

* blessing 

~-
blessing 

tll 
blessing 

t~ 
blessing 

mountain moon 
fire night 

f~ + ~ 
hands phonetic grapheme 

'I + (~) 
religious phonetic grapheme 

T + ~ 
religious phonetic grapheme 

+ 

name of aristocratic 
a ritual title 

~- f~ 
blessing hands 

tV· -
T 

blessing religious 

~T T 
blessing religious 

T~ T 
blessing religious 

+ 

to attack 
first month 

~ 
phonetic grapheme 

+ v 
phonetic grapheme 

+ ~ 
phonetic grapheme 

+ * phonetic grapheme 

+ 

blessing religious phonetic grapheme blessing religious hands phonetic grapheme 

blessing religious hands phonetic grapheme 

tA· t- + f ~ + 6 
blessing religious hands phonetic grapheme 

=r-A- =r-+ f ~ + 6 
blessing religious hands phonetic grapheme 

~ I' + (I + v 
blessing religious roof phonetic grapheme 



THE ORACLE BONE SCRIPT 

There are currently about 150,000 pieces of Oracle Bones, containing over 4,000 

glyphs. Of these glyphs, about 1,500 have been deciphered.
20 

RELATIONSHIP OF GLYPH, SOUND 

AND MEANING 

In terms of the relationship between glyph, 

sound and meaning, there are several 

categories (see table 9 in regard to the 

following discussion). 

In the one glyph - one sotmd - one 

meaning category, for example, the glyph 

pronounced meuk and means 'wood'; the 

glyph pronounced yiuay means 'rain'; the 

glyph pronounced ni'd';{ and means 'ear.'
21 

The one glyph - one sound 

- multiple meanings situation arises mostly 

from sound borrowing, in other words, the 

Rebus principle. For example, the glyph 

yxiu'dy means 'also' :X: as well as the name 

of a ritual *.ti;22 
the glyph pak means 'white' 

B as well as an aristocratic title 18;23 the 

glyph tiel) means 'to attack' {i.E as well as 

'first month'.
24 

One estimate puts the percentage 

of this type of glyph at 46.8 %
25 

but many of 

the borrowed glyphs have lost their original 

meaning, which is one reason often cited 

to explain why Oracle Bones glyphs are 

difficult to decipher. Permanent borrowings 

and the differentiation of homophones 

through different glyphs also partly explain 

why Oracle Bone script is considered 

logo-syllabic, in spite of extensive sound 

borrowings. 

Regarding the category one glyph 

-multiple sounds -multiple meanings, the 

glyph T could represent ~ kra p 'armor' 

or t; tsh iet 'seven'; the glyph e:J could 

represent UJ srian 'mountain' or X XU'd';{ 

'fire'; the glyph D could represent Fl IJiuat 

'moon' or -7 riak 'night.'
26 

bull cattle phonetic grapheme 

'f± = 't + ± 
bull goat phonetic grapheme 

±1} 1} + ± 
bull pig phonetic grapheme 

~ ~ ~ 
bull deer phonetic grapheme 

~ =tt + * foothill grass phonetic grapheme 

*~=** + ~ 
foothill woods phonetic grapheme 

;K;K 

=tt '**' err 'f'f 

"" foothill grass woods phonetic grapheme 

Jt = t + 1 
good woman child 

~t =t + 1 
good woman child 

?~ t + 1 
good woman child 



The situation of multiple 

glyphs - one sound - one meaning 

arises mostly from variant forms 

of the same glyph (see table 9 

for the following examples). For 

example, the word fi piu8k 

meaning 'blessing' has 127 variant 

glyphs. The 14 shown here are 

created by the addition or deletion 

of graphemes or grapheme 

elements.
27 

The word U muu 

meaning 'bull' has 15 variant 

glyphs. The four shown here are 

created by changing the semantic 

grapheme (see table 10for this and 

following examples) .
28

The word 

~ leuk meaning 'foothill' has 12 

Table 11 Multiple words in one glyph 

Yi capital 

t 
ci 
It 

royal title 

COW & bull 

30,000 

Yi capital 

three graphemes 

cow bull 

·~ 
10,000 

variant glyphs.
29 

The three shown here are created by changing the phonetic 

grapheme. The word H X8u meaning 'good' has 11 variant glyphs. The three 

shown here are created by changing the position of the two semantic graphemes 

meaning 'woman' and 'child.'
30 

Table 12 One Sound- Multiple Meanings 
-Multiple Glyphs 

£'tfJYiJ.':B'&iJ1"T,""~.RJW£T~TQ;m£tXif!Ji 

D 1¥ 
moon cut off the feet 

1 H 

1 
direction beside 

~ ~:l: 
dragon name of a river 

[ [b 
stone room perform ritual 

~ ' supreme god perform ritual 
for supreme god 

In the multiple words in one glyph 

situation (see table 11), four examples are 

provided, the glyph IJia kiaiJ 'Yi capital' is 

a combination of two graphemes -IJia 'Yi' 

and kiaiJ 'capital.' The glyph ml"u8n miua'l 

tel) (a proper royal title) is a combination 

of three graphemes mlu8n, miua'l and tel). 

The glyph bien mUdu 'cow and bull' is a 

combination of the graphemes bien 'cow' 

and mu8u 'bull.' The glyph s8m mluan 

'thirty thousand' is a combination of the 

graphemes S8m 'three' and mluan 'ten 

thousand.'31 

The condition of one sound -

multiple meanings -multiple glyphs 

contains homonyms differentiated 

by different glyphs (see table 12). For 

example, the sound IJiuat can mean 'moon' 

or 'to cut off the feet. ' The sound buaiJ can 

mean 'direction' or 'beside.'
52 

The sound 

lieuiJ can mean 'dragon' or the name of 
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A subcategory of this case is related words differentiated by related 

glyphs. For example, p'du 'stone room for ancestral tablet' is represented by a 

glyph similar in form to the verb p'du 'perform a ritual to locate the ancestral 

spirit.'
34 

Another possible candidate is tey, 'supreme god', represented by a glyph 

similar to another glyph pronounced tey, and meaning 'to perform the ritual for 

the supreme god.'35 

GLYPH COMPOSITION: OVERVIEW 

In terms of glyph composition, there are a total of 348 graphemes in the Oracle 

Bone script, as mentioned above. A grapheme is either phonetic or semantic, 

Table 13 Types of glyph composition 

right hand grain stalk human being 

~ ( + ~ 
reach person hand 

~ 1 
pregnant child body 

~1 t + 1 
cut off the feet big person sword 

~t ~ + t 
younger sister phonetic woman 

grapheme 

~ 11 + t_ 
to go step phonetic 

grapheme 

rr rl + 1 
room roof phonetic 

grapheme 

depending on its function 

within the glyph. Oracle Bone 

also has a device for indicating 

duplication of a glyph/syllable 

- two horizontal dashes placed 

at the lower left of the glyph, as 

in the third glyph down in the 
following example: 3·

6 
........................................................................... . 

This phrase is usually read 

as ::E)t:fH-E, 'the king has the 

protection of the gods.'
37 

The 

glyph y,iu'dy, "right" is borrowed to 

represent its near homonyms ~ 

and 1-ti. 
Based on an analysis 

of 1,341 glyphs from Jiaguwen 

Heji38 there are two types of 

glyphs by glyph composition (see 

table 13): 226, or 16.8%, belong 

to the category one glyph - one 

grapheme, for example, y,iuay, 

'right hand,' gua 'grain stalk' and 

nien 'human being.' 

One glyph -multiple 

graphemes, based on grapheme 

function, can be further divided 

into two types: one glyph 

-multiple graphemes (753 or 

56.1% are in this category) or one 

glyph - multiple semantic and 

phonetic graphemes (119 or 8.9% 

are in this category).4
·
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Table 14 Grapheme positioning 

~~ ~ ~ *i ** ~ 
mother liaiJ woman greedy li-am woman 

1~ 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ 
paternal tier stand on 

foot 
nephew 

woman 
toes 

person 

!~ ! ~ t ~ ~ 
female female piey, woman's 

tribe name 
servant servant 

woman 
name 

i\~(~ )~ 
1 r \\( ~ '& IJ" ~ 'V 

flow Y,ai) river wade left foot river right foot 

~§~ ~ ~ k 
~ f ~ ~ 

banquet kneeling bowl of 
receive left hand plate right hand 

person food 

!f~ f f ~ $ ~ ' grasp & 
left hand person right hand fat kau meat 

bind 

~ lJ IJ" (g) rl 0 
0 

exit depression foot palace roof rooms 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
wash basin hand jail barricade cattle 

$ ¥ ~ r6l rl t'j 
leave net bird disaster roof fire 
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In most cases, the phonetic 

~ J] t' 
grapheme is on the left and the semantic 

grapheme on the right.
4 1 

Based on 

an analysis of 257 semantic phonetic 
food square sheep glyphs, 81 semantic graphemes and175 

basket 
phonetic graphemes were identified. 

~ J] <? 
Among the semantic graphemes, 

'kneeling woman' appeared most 

needle in square needle often, with about 100 glyphs containing 
container it, perhaps indicating the continued 

importance of matrilineal lineages in 

[ [ 1 
Shang times. 42 

Of the 175 sound graphemes, 

37% had the same sound and tone as the 
cure square arrowhead 

at [b 
entire glyph, 36.6% had only a different 

t initial consonant cluster, 8% had only 

the same rhyme, 7.59 % had only a 

needle in square needle different tone, 2. 7% had only the same 
container tone, 2.23 % had only the same initial 

consonant cluster, and1.3 % had only a 

~ 1 1 
different rhyme. These figures indicate 

that in choosing a phonetic grapheme, 

pregnant body child 
the most important factor is rhyme. Tone 

comes second and initial consonant 

m t! 1 cluster is the least important.
4

j The other 

18.2% could not be clearly categorized.
44 

mattress mattress person 
GLYPH COMPOSITION: GRAPHEME 

[I] D ~ POSITIONING 

In terms of grapheme position, multiple 
jail enclosure handcuffs 

grapheme glyphs can be divided into 

>4fr 
fourteen types (see table 14) : 

1) 1 one left- one right accounts for 

46.2 % of glyphs composed of tw o 

graphemes 
45 whereas one top - one wild boar pig arrow 

+ ~ 1 
bottom accounts for 28.5% of glyphs 

composed of two graphemes. 
46 

shoot bow arrow 
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COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION 

SIMILARITIES 

The most outstanding similarity between Maya and Oracle Bone script is that the 

graphemes of both are pictographic in nature. Secondly, the shape of individual 

graphemes in both is flexible and can be adapted to fit in a particular glyph 

composition. Thirdly, the glyphs are generally in a square shape. 

In terms of relationship between sound, glyph and meaning, both belong 

to the category of logo-syllabic scripts, meaning that in many cases a glyph 

stands for a word, with some graphemes indicating syllables. 

Both scripts have a textual device for repetition -

double dashes that appear to the lower left of the glyph in Oracle Bone and 

double dots at the upper left for Maya. This device appears in 

Chinese Bronze script of the Chou Dynasty as well, in which 

case the two dashes appear usually to the lower right and 

sometimes to the lower left corner of the glyph (figure 5).48 

DIFFERENCES 

In terms of pictographic shape, Oracle Bone script is more 

abstract and shapes are often reduced to lines. Maya 

graphemes are full-bodied, perhaps contributing to the 

overlapping and partial blocking of graphemes in multi

grapheme glyphs. Stephen Houston attributed it to "the 

need to preserve superficial reading ability among a larger 

group of people" among the Maya. 5° I would disagree with 

this, arguing that the high degree of variability in Maya 

script shapes would increase the reading difficulty for the 

audience. Houston and David Stuart also suggested that the 

Central American idea of self is more diffused compared to 

that of the West, and some of this life voice helps animate 

the Mayan glyphs. 5
1 

Another possible explanation for the full 

bodied character of Maya script is the fact that Maya script 

often occurred on public monuments supposedly for public 

consumption which may have encouraged artistic expression 

by the scribes. 

Figure 5 Double 

dashes for repetition 

in Bronze Script. 

The text reads 'son 

(son) grandson 

(grandson)' 

meaning 'for all 
49 

posterity. 

In terms of glyph munber, Oracle Bone script far exceeds Maya script. 

This may be because Archaic Chinese as a monosyllabic language had many 

more homophones than Classic Maya, and therefore needed many more glyphs 

to differentiate them. 

In terms of the relationship between glyph, sound and meaning, there 

is more fluidity in Maya where different glyphs representing the same sound 
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can stand in freely for one another. 

VVhereas this occurs in Oracle Bone 

script also, there more glyphs are 

bound to specific meanings and 

cannot represent homophonous 

words, hence the bond between 

glyph and meaning is stronger. 

This ties in to the previous point 

where Oracle Bone script needs to 

differentiate between homophones. 

Also, there are many more cases 

in Maya where one glyph includes 

several words. In Oracle Bone script 

this occurs only with proper names, 

closely knit noun pairs and objects 

with numbers, whereas in Maya the 

unit presented could be a phrase 

or a sentence. This may reflect 

the agglutinative nature of Classic Maya language, where the bond between 

morphemes is stronger. 

In terms of glyph composition, variations in Maya seem to be due to 

both variation in the graphemes, for instance, the variant forms of the phonetic 

grapheme representing u and variation in glyph composition, i.e., addition/ 

deletion/substitution of graphemes. On the other hand, graphemes seem 

to be relatively stable in Oracle Bone and most variations result from glyph 

composition, for instance, the variant forms of 'blessing,' 'bull' and 'foothill.' 

This greater degree of grapheme standardization in Oracle Bone may be clue 

to differences in the political situation, as Shang was a more or less centralized 

polity, whereas the Maya cities were either independent or loosely allied. The 

difference in grapheme standardization may also be due to the previously 

mentioned greater artistic freedom in Maya public epigraphy. Although we 

cannot be certain, the reading of Oracle Bone texts was more likely a private 

affair among the king and a few officials. 

The fact that Maya has few semantic graphemes may be due to the fact 

that its language is polysyllabic, therefore containing fewer homophones that 

need to be differentiated by semantic graphemes. 

Another difference is that the phonetic graphemes in Oracle Bone script 

often serve only to remind the reader of the rhyme or tone or initial consonant 

cluster. In Maya, phonetic graphemes represent entire syllables except when 

they represent syllable ending consonants. This, together with the greater fluidity 

between glyph and meaning in the Maya script, places it closer to the syllabic end 

on the logo-syllabic continuum in comparison with Oracle Bone script. 
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In terms of grapheme positioning, Maya is much more complicated than 

Oracle Bone script because most glyphs contain many syllables whereas most 

Oracle Bone glyphs contain only one. 

In short, the differences between Maya and Oracle Bone script probably 

result from the differences in the languages represented, the different degrees 

of political centralization, the different extent of public use of the script and the 

different conceptions of "self' in the two cultures. 

What do the two scripts tell us about literacy in Classic Maya and Shang 

China? I suggest they pose about the same degree of difficulty (or ease) in terms 

of learning, writing and reading. Maya has fewer glyphs, but the graphemes are 
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less standardized, the grapheme shapes have more pictographic detail and the 

grapheme positions are more complicated. Oracle Bone has more glyphs, but the 

graphemes are more standardized, the graphemes have less pictographic detail 

and the grapheme positions are less complicated. Similar political economic 

systems - early kin based states with agricultural economies -would indicate a 

similar rate of literacy. 

Lastly, does the comparison tell us anything new about the development 

of early scripts? Perhaps that the writing system may reflect how tightly 

morphemes are bound in the language, as the agglutinative nature of Maya 

language may have led to the Maya script containing more multi-word glyphs. 
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